CD83 is required for the induction of protective immunity by a DNA vaccine in a teleost model.
In mammals, CD83 is a surface marker on mature dendritic cells and vital to lymphocyte activation. In teleost, studies on the function of CD83 are very limited. In this study, we examined the potential involvement of turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) CD83, SmCD83, in vaccine-induced immunity. For this purpose, turbot were immunized with pORF75, a DNA vaccine against megalocytivirus, in the presence or absence of pSmCD83, a plasmid that constitutively expresses SmCD83. Immune response and protection analysis showed that the presence of pSmCD83 significantly (i) enhanced the activation of head kidney macrophages (HKM) and immune gene expression, (ii) inhibited viral replication in fish tissues following megalocytivirus challenge and increased the survival of the vaccinated fish, and (iii) stimulated production of specific serum antibody and the cytotoxicity of peripheral blood leukocytes. To further examine the effect of SmCD83, pORF75 was administered into turbot in which SmCD83 was knocked down. Subsequent analysis showed that in fish with SmCD83 knockdown, vaccine-induced HKM activation and antibody production were severely reduced, and, consistently, the protectivity of pORF75 was drastically decreased. Taken together, these results indicate for the first time that teleost CD83 is required for the induction of protective immune response by DNA vaccine.